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Abstract
Radio-frequency (RF) electromagnetic field dosimetry studies the absorption of electromagnetic 
energy inside the human body. The absorbed energy is measured in terms of the specific absorption 
rate (SAR), which is linked to the possible adverse thermal effects of the exposure to RF electromag-
netic fields. With advances in computational power and accurate numerical models of the human 
anatomy, computational methods have gained an increasingly significant role in RF dosimetry in 
recent years. Nowadays, the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method is the most widely used 
numerical technique in computational RF dosimetry.

Computational analysis of the SAR features many modelling and approximation phases that may 
introduce error and uncertainty. The emphasis of this thesis is to study how reliably the SAR can be 
assessed by the FDTD method, and how various modelling choices affect the accuracy of the simu-
lated results. In addition to the SAR, also the temperature rise due to the electromagnetic power 
absorption and its modelling by the bioheat equation is studied.

The results of the thesis help to evaluate and identify the possible uncertainty factors and sources 
of error in computational RF dosimetry, which will produce new information on the reliability and 
repeatability of computational exposure assessment. Studying the uncertainty and accuracy of the 
methods also allows, for example, lessening the computational requirements and improving the 
accuracy of the simulations.
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Tiivistelmäteksti
Radiotaajuisten (RF) sähkömagneettisten kenttien dosimetria tutkii sähkömagneettisen 
energian absorboitumista ihmiskehon sisällä. Absorboituneen energian mittana on ominais-
absorptionopeus (SAR), joka liittyy mahdollisiin sähkömagneettisille kentille altistumisen haital-
lisiin lämpövaikutuksiin. Laskennallisten menetelmien rooli RF dosimetriassa on kasvanut tieto-
koneiden ja ihmiskehon tarkkojen numeeristen mallien kehityksen myötä. Tätä nykyä aika-alueen 
differenssimenetelmä (FDTD) on suosituin menetelmä laskennallisessa dosimetriassa.

SAR-arvojen laskennallinen analyysi sisältää useita mallintamisvalintoja ja approksimaatioita, 
jotka saattavat aiheuttaa virheitä ja epävarmuuksia. Tämän työn tavoitteena on tutkia kuinka luo-
tettavasti SAR-arvoja saadaan arvioitua FDTD-menetelmällä, ja mitkä tekijät ja mallintamisvalin-
nat vaikuttavat simulointitulosten tarkkuuteen. SAR-arvojen lisäksi tutkitaan myös sähkömagneet-
tisen tehoabsorption aiheuttamaa lämpötilan nousua ja sen mallintamista biolämpöyhtälön avulla.

Työn tulokset auttavat arvioimaan ja tunnistamaan laskennallisen RF dosimetrian mahdollisia 
epävarmuustekijöitä ja virhettä, mikä tuottaa uutta tietoa laskennallisen altistumisen arvioinnin 
luotettavuudesta ja toistettavuudesta. Lisäksi menetelmien epävarmuuden ja tarkkuuden tutkimi-
nen mahdollistaa mm. tarvittavien laskentaresurssien määrän pienentämisen sekä simulaatioiden 
tarkkuuden parantamisen.
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1 Introduction

Radio-frequency (RF) dosimetry studies the human exposure to RF electro-
magnetic fields (EMF) as well as evaluates the amount of energy absorption
inside biological tissues. RF dosimetry is a vital part of the safety assessment
of the RF EMF exposure, and it has been studied actively over many decades.
In the last ten years, powerful modern computers have allowed increasingly
accurate RF dosimetry using computational methods. In this thesis, the per-
formance and uncertainty factors of the numerical algorithms used for RF
dosimetry are studied.

1.1 Background

RF dosimetry measures the exposure to RF EMF in terms of the specific ab-
sorption rate (SAR), which is defined as the absorbed electromagnetic power-
loss density divided by the mass density of the tissue. The SAR is closely
related to the temperature rise due to the EM power absorption inside the
human body, but not directly, as the temperature rise also depends on the
thermal parameters and thermoregulation. Recent developments in realis-
tic human body models and thermal models have also made possible direct
computational dosimetry of the temperature increase.

The dominant scientifically established adverse health effects of RF elec-
tromagnetic fields are thermally related (ICNIRP 1998a, IEEE 2005, ICNIRP
2009), i.e., they are due to excessive absorption of energy which results in el-
evated temperatures. Several international and national bodies, such as IC-
NIRP (1998a), have established guidelines and recommendations for the ex-
posure in order to prevent the possibility of short-term thermal damage. The
guidelines consist of the basic restriction limits which are defined in terms of
the averaged SAR. The first of these basic restriction limits has been set for
the whole-body averaged SAR to prevent the whole-body heat stress, ensur-
ing that the body-core temperature rise for occupational exposure would be
less than 1 ◦C, with a safety factor of 10. In addition to the whole-body aver-
aged SAR, a separate basic restriction limit has been set for the localized 10 g
spatially-averaged SAR to avoid thermal damage in sensitive organs, such as
the eyes or the testes.

Direct measurements in vivo of the SAR or temperature distributions in-
side the human body are not possible. Consequently, in addition to the basic
restriction limits on the SAR, more easily measurable reference levels (IC-
NIRP 1998a), or maximum permissible exposure levels (IEEE 2005), for the
electric and magnetic fields and EM power density outside the body have been
defined. Compliance with the reference levels is supposed to ensure that the
SAR values inside the body do not exceed the basic restriction limits. Compu-
tational dosimetry has been recently used for studying the conservativeness
of the reference levels in various exposure scenarios, which has produced
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more information for potential improvements and revisions in the reference
levels.

Calculations of the human exposure to RF fields require the use of nu-
merical methods. Recently, the finite-difference time-domain method (FDTD)
(Taflove and Hagness 2005) has been established as the method of choice for
computational RF dosimetry (Hand 2008, ICNIRP 2009). The FDTD method
provides an approximate time-domain solution for the full Maxwell’s equa-
tions by using the Yee algorithm (Yee 1966). The FDTD method is a fully
explicit difference method with no need to solve matrix equations, which is
the main advantage of the FDTD method compared to other numerical meth-
ods. There might be more elegant or accurate numerical methods than the
FDTD, but in RF dosimetry the FDTD provides good enough results and rel-
atively simple modelling of different kinds of field sources with the smallest
computational burden.

A realistic numerical representation of the human anatomy is needed for
accurate FDTD simulations of the human RF exposure. During the last few
decades, the advances in tomographic techniques, such as the magnetic res-
onance imaging (MRI) and the computed tomography (CT), have allowed the
development of lifelike three-dimensional human body models. The numer-
ical human body models used in the RF dosimetry are often referred to as
phantoms. By the FDTD method, the human body models can be simulated
just like any other objects that consist of a heterogeneous mix of lossy dielec-
tric materials: The human body models are divided into a grid consisting of
tiny voxels (cells)—for instance, 2×2×2 mm3 cubes—after which the tissue
type of each voxel is determined, and the electromagnetic material properties
of the human tissues, originally determined from animal measurements, are
assigned to the voxels. Currently, over a dozen different whole-body models,
depicting different individual anatomies including children, have been devel-
oped by various research groups around the world.

Computational dosimetry is an important tool for providing background
information for the development of exposure standards and guidelines, en-
abling relatively straightforward calculation of SAR values for all kinds of
exposure scenarios. Additionally, dosimetry for the temperature rise may be
used to assess the conservativeness of the basic restriction limits. Computa-
tional standards for RF dosimetry have been under development recently (e.g.
IEEE draft standard 1528.1). The goal of the standardization has been to en-
able repeatable and robust computational exposure assessment by defining
standard numerical algorithms for computational RF dosimetry, in a similar
way to standardized measurement procedures.

Computational dosimetry by the FDTD method has a diverse field of ap-
plications that require simulating the RF electromagnetic fields inside living
beings. The most natural application is the testing of the compliance with
the basic restriction limits in various exposure scenarios, ranging from the
computational standards-compliance testing of consumer wireless devices to
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the assessment of exposure during clinical MRI procedures. The computa-
tional methods and anatomically realistic models of RF dosimetry may also
be applied in the development of wireless devices, whose interaction with the
human body can have a great impact on the antenna performance, for exam-
ple. Health monitoring by implanted wireless devices on the skin or inside
the body is another emerging application which requires the know-how from
the field of computational dosimetry. In the field of bioelectromagnetics, lab-
oratory studies, which investigate the biological effects of RF fields, require
the exposure information provided by computational dosimetry. The compu-
tational methods used for RF and thermal dosimetry also have some clinical
applications, for example in the planning of hyperthermal therapy for cancer
treatment.

1.2 Objectives of the thesis

This thesis concentrates on studying the performance and uncertainty of the
numerical methods and models that are used for computational RF and ther-
mal dosimetry. The thesis aims to find what are the best ways to do the FDTD
calculations in RF dosimetry. For this purpose, several modelling choices and
their effects on the error in simulated results are discussed.

The results of the thesis help to evaluate and identify the possible un-
certainty factors and sources of error in computational RF dosimetry, which
will produce information for the development of standardized and repeat-
able computational procedures. Also, the assessment of the uncertainty and
accuracy of the methods allows, for example, lessening the computational re-
quirements and improving the accuracy of the simulations.

1.3 Contents of the thesis

The overview of this thesis consists of two parts. Section 2 includes a litera-
ture survey of several uncertainty factors and choices of modelling techniques
that affect the accuracy of RF dosimetry. Thermal dosimetry is discussed in
Section 3, which contains an overview of thermal modelling of the human
body under exposure to RF EMF and related uncertainty factors.

A summary of the papers included in the thesis is presented in Section 4.
The papers investigate, for example, the computational error in RF dosime-
try due to the voxel size (papers IV,V) and the absorbing boundary condition
(paper I). Also, it is investigated how the computational error is affected by
the choice between the E- and H-cells (papers II,III) or by the choice of the
power-loss calculation algorithm (papers III,V). Lastly, the variation of the
SAR values with the body model and exposure scenario are studied in pa-
per (VI). Paper (VII) is about low-frequency EM dosimetry, and it is the only
paper in which the FDTD method is not used.
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2 Error, uncertainty and variation in FDTD SAR
calculations

The chain from the real-world exposure case to the final calculated SAR val-
ues contains many modelling and approximation phases which may intro-
duce error and uncertainty. In this work, the uncertainty factors are loosely
grouped into three types: computational error, modelling uncertainty and
real-world variation.

There always exists a unique solution for the Maxwell equations in each
physical case, and the computational error is the deviation of the numerical
solution from that accurate solution. In turn, the modelling uncertainty de-
scribes how realistically the used models represent the real physical case, i.e.,
the uncertainty of the simulated case with respect to the actual real-world
exposure scenario. Lastly, the real-world variation describes how much the
results are expected to vary when the actual exposure scenario is altered. A
short summary of the main factors affecting these three types of uncertainty
is shown in Table 1.

2.1 Computational error

The computational error, which is the part of the uncertainty that is caused
only by the numerical method, consists of several factors. In addition to the
factors listed below, purely numerical errors such as floating-point error may
have some, presumably very slight, influence on the results.

The computational error can usually be reduced by using more computer
resources, which includes increasing the resolution, using thicker absorbing
boundary conditions, or continuing the simulations longer. The point is to
find a good balance so that the computational error is clearly smaller than the
estimated modelling uncertainty. The amount of the computational error can
be estimated by comparison with an analytical solution (if available) or with
a highly-accurate approximate solution by some other numerical method.

2.1.1 Discretization error

The main source of the computational error in the FDTD is the discretization
error, which depends on the ratio between the cell size and the wavelength.
Reducing the cell size improves the accuracy, but also increases the computa-
tional requirements significantly. The general rule of thumb for FDTD simu-
lations is that the maximum cell size should be smaller than one tenth of the
wavelength (‘λ/10 rule’). The amount of the discretization error in RF dosi-
metric calculations may be investigated by performing the same SAR calcu-
lations with multiple grid resolutions. If the resulting SAR values differ, it
can be concluded that the discretization error is significant.
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Table 1: Some uncertainty factors of computed SAR values. Type of uncer-
tainty: ’C’ = Computational error, ’M’ = Modelling uncertainty, ’V’ = Variation
in real world

Factor Type Notes

Discretization error C Depends on the ratio of cell size and
wavelength. Sufficiently fine resolution
should be used.

Staircasing error C/M Is related to the cell size and anatomical
accuracy.

ABC reflection error C ABCs should be tested and tuned
accordingly.

Truncation error C Long enough simulation time is
necessary.

SAR algorithm C Different SAR calculation algorithms
may produce varying results.

Anatomical accuracy M Is affected by the accuracy of the
original anatomical data. Too large
voxel size may complicate modelling of
thin structures, such as the skin.

Voxelling accuracy M Rescaling and rotation of voxel data
may cause numerical artifacts.

Material properties M/V Material properties of tissues may be
uncertain and there may be individual
variation.

Antenna modelling M Numerical model of the antenna may
have large effect on localized (e.g.
handset) or whole-body (base station)
SAR values.

SAR spatial averaging M Various spatial-averaging methods for
the SAR have been used.

Body morphology V Height affects the whole-body resonance
frequency, and weight affects the
whole-body averaged SAR.

Local morphology V Affects localized SAR values for both the
near and far-field exposure.

Posture and grounding V May change the whole-body resonance
frequency, lesser impact at higher
frequencies.
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Table 2 is a summary of the recent studies which have, among other
things, investigated the effects of the cell size in dosimetric simulations. All
of the studies listed in Table 2 have involved the plane-wave exposure of a hu-
man body model in the GHz range. Dimbylow and Bolch (2007) studied the
whole-body SAR in various child models up to 6 GHz. Their results suggested
inter alia that 1 mm resolution should be used instead of 2 mm for frequencies
higher than ∼1 GHz. The SAR values tended to become smaller when a lower
resolution was employed. The effect of the resolution on the whole-body SAR
and peak spatial averaged SAR in the Visible Human model were discussed
in Kühn et al (2009) for 835 MHz and 2140 MHz. In that study, the difference
between the 1 mm and 2 mm resolutions in the whole-body and spatial-peak
SAR values was reported to be minor. Gosselin et al (2009) evaluated the im-
pact of the grid resolution on the whole-body and 10 g averaged SAR for the
base-station antenna and plane-wave exposure in the frequency range from
450 MHz to 2140 MHz. A cell size of 2 mm was found to be sufficient for all
of the frequencies. However, in some special cases the difference between the
2 mm and 1 mm resolutions in the local peak 10 g SAR values could be as
large as 20 %. The plane-wave exposure of a newborn model was calculated
by Dimbylow et al (2010). The effects of the cell size and the choice of the SAR
calculation algorithm were investigated for frequencies up to 6 GHz. The cal-
culations suggested that the practical limiting frequencies for the 2 mm and
1 mm cell sizes were about 1 GHz and 6 GHz, respectively. The accuracy of
the whole-body SAR was tied in not only with the resolution but also with
the algorithm used to calculate the SAR in each voxel. Bakker et al (2010)
studied the discretization error in a 5-year-old whole-body model using mul-
tiple plane-wave exposure scenarios, cell sizes and frequencies up to 5.6 GHz.
According to their results, using the 2 mm resolution for frequencies lower
than 2 GHz and the 1 mm resolution for higher frequencies resulted in less
than 5 % error in the whole-body averaged SAR and less than 12 % error
in the peak 10 g SAR. In paper (IV), the effect of discretization error on the
peak localized SAR values in the eyes and brain was studied. The results of
multiple exposure cases showed that the maximum frequencies for different
resolutions were about 2.5 GHz for the 2 mm and 5 GHz for the 1 mm resolu-
tion. These frequencies matched closely the λ/10 rule for the skin tissue, and
led to less than a ±10 % discretization error in the 10 g SAR.

Based on the presented studies, it seems to be relatively safe to use the
2 mm resolution for up to about 2 GHz and the 1 mm resolution for up to
about 5 GHz. Of course, it would always be preferable to test the adequacy
of the used cell size by calculations if possible. There are a few factors which
may affect the discretization error in the SAR values. Firstly, the tissue com-
position of the body model and the material parameters affect the wavelength
inside the body, thus directly changing the ratio of the wavelength to the cell
size. For instance, the newborn tissues in Dimbylow et al (2010) have higher
dielectric values, so the discretization error seems to be larger compared to
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Table 2: Differences from fine-resolution result for 2 mm and 1 mm cell sizes
at various frequencies. The error values are rounded to 5 % or 10 %. WB =
whole-body averaged SAR, 10 g = 10 g averaged SAR.

SAR resolution frequency diff.
Reference value [mm] [MHz] [%]

Dimbylow and Bolch (2007) WB 2 1000 small
WB 2 2000 10
WB 1 6000 10

Kühn et al (2009) WB 2 2140 small
10 g 2 2140 5

Gosselin et al (2009) WB 2 2140 small
10 g 2 2140 10

Dimbylow et al (2010) WB 2 1000 5
WB 2 2000 10
WB 1 6000 5

Bakker et al (2010) WB 2 1800 5
WB 1 5600 5
10 g 2 1800 10
10 g 1 5600 10

paper (IV) 10 g 2 3000 10
10 g 1 5000 10

paper (VI) analytical 2 2100 5*
analytical 1 4700 5*

*not directly comparable with the other references

the earlier results (Dimbylow and Bolch 2007). Depending on the body model,
there may also be special geometrical features—in the fingers and toes, for
example—near which the SAR values may be very sensitive to the cell size.
Secondly, the error in the SAR values is affected by the choice of the SAR cal-
culation algorithm (paper VI). Finally, the choice between the E- and H-cell
approaches may affect the amount of discretization error (papers II and III).

2.1.2 Staircasing error

The basic FDTD is limited to rectangular cells, which induces the staircase
approximation error. This error is a kind of modelling uncertainty, caused by
the limitations of the computational method. The staircase approximation
error is important when simulating metal structures (Holland 1993, Taflove
and Hagness 2005), but the significance of the error is not yet fully known
for heterogeneous body models. The available anatomically realistic models
have traditionally consisted of rectangular voxels, so taking curved bound-
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⇒

Figure 1: In the FDTD method, free space is modelled by surrounding the
simulated object with a layer of absorbing material.

aries into account in the computational method has been unnecessary. Lately,
anatomically realistic surface-based models have been developed (Christ et al
2010b), which might make studying the staircase error more relevant. The
amount of the staircase approximation error was estimated in the author’s
Master’s thesis (Laakso 2007) by calculating the SAR values in small homo-
geneous muscle spheres. The results suggested inter alia that in spheres with
radius larger than 14 cells, the error in the whole-sphere averaged SAR was
less than 1 %. In paper (IV), the comparison between different resolutions
showed that for sufficiently small frequency, the 1 mm resolution gave a very
close match with the 0.5 mm resolution results, which suggests that the stair-
case approximation error was small. However, for the 2 mm resolution the
error might be more significant. In addition to causing staircasing error, the
rectangular FDTD grid also complicates the modelling of the field sources,
such as the plane waves incident from oblique angles, or antennas that are
not aligned with the computational grid.

2.1.3 Absorbing boundary conditions

In the FDTD method, modelling the free space must be done by terminating
the calculation domain by absorbing boundary conditions (ABCs, Figure 1).
One significant source of error may be due to the reflections from the absorb-
ing boundaries, affected by the choice of the ABC and its parameters. Today,
the most commonly used absorbing boundaries are the perfectly-matched-
layer (PML) type ABCs, including the split-field PML (Bérenger 1994), the
uniaxial PML (UPML, Sacks et al 1995, Gedney 1996), and the convolutional
PML (CPML, Roden and Gedney 2000). The performance of these three com-
mon boundary conditions in FDTD-SAR calculations has been studied, for
example, in (Findlay and Dimbylow 2006a), in (Wang et al 2006a, Kühn et al
2009) and in paper (I), respectively. Lazzi et al (2000) studied the localized
exposure of the head and showed that the size of the calculation domain could
be truncated to a small fraction of the whole head by using PML boundaries,
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with a very small error in the SAR values near the exposure source. In Wang
et al (2006a), the reflection error of the ABCs in SAR values was found to be
significant. However, the findings in paper (I), Lazzi et al (2000) and Findlay
and Dimbylow (2006a) are sufficient to show that it is possible to create ABCs
which perform very efficiently, making the error in the SAR values negligibly
small.

The performance of the ABCs should be tested by using a similar proce-
dure to Findlay and Dimbylow (2006a). In that procedure, the whole-body
averaged SAR was calculated while varying both the ABC-object distance
and the thickness of the ABC. Small variation in the SAR for sufficiently
thick ABCs implicated that the ABCs performed well. The procedure in pa-
per (I), which involved only the distance variation, is not always (at very low
frequencies compared to the cell size) enough to guarantee good performance
(unpublished observations 2010). The performance of the ABCs depends also
on the size of the object and the frequency. For example, the split-field PML
in Findlay and Dimbylow (2006a) was tested only for a whole-body human
model, and it seems likely that the same ABC might not perform as well for
small objects (paper V). On the other hand, the CFS-PML in paper (V) was
not tested for the combination of a whole-body model at low (< 100 MHz)
frequency, in which case the CFS-PML actually fails with the presented pa-
rameters (see the Errata for a solution).

2.1.4 Postprocessing and interpretation of the results

A kind of computational error, the truncation error, may be caused by incor-
rectly stopping the FDTD simulation too early, when the steady-state has not
yet been reached (sinusoidal excitation), or when the fields have not yet at-
tenuated enough (pulse excitation). Actually, this behaviour of the fields also
exists in the real world. The truncation error only becomes evident when
the results are postprocessed, for instance, when the complex field values are
computed from the time-dependent values. In Kühn et al (2009), uncertainty
in SAR values due to this error was approximated to be 0.2 dB. For the usual
exposure calculations, the truncation error can be reduced by increasing the
amplitude of the source signals gradually over a few periods in the beginning
of the simulations, or by just continuing the simulations longer. The trun-
cation error might become more important if too fine resolution with respect
to the frequency were used, or if there were strongly resonating structures,
both of which conditions may result in extremely long simulation times.

Postprocessing, i.e., how the results are interpreted, may also bring addi-
tional computational error. This includes the method by which the power-loss
density is calculated from the FDTD electric field (paper VI). Dimbylow et al
(2008) compared the whole-body averaged SAR calculated by three different
institutions using four body models. The differences between the calculations
were generally within 5 % at lower than 1 GHz frequencies. The divergence of
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the results increased at higher frequencies, and the differences in the whole-
body averaged SAR at 3 GHz could be as large as 10–30 %, depending on
the model. The SAR calculation algorithm and the dielectric properties of
the skin and fat tissues were pointed out to be the most important factors
influencing the whole-body SAR. Changing the SAR calculation algorithm
could cause up to a 15 % difference in the whole-body averaged SAR at high
frequencies. Similar behaviour was also observed in paper (III) and in Dim-
bylow et al (2010). In paper (VI), the divergence of the SAR values due to
the different SAR calculation algorithms was studied further. It seemed that
both the magnitude and direction of the discretization error in the SAR val-
ues is affected by the choice of the SAR algorithm. For example, one of the
three studied SAR calculation algorithms, the trapezium algorithm, always
produced the highest SAR values and had the tendency for overestimation.
On the contrary, another algorithm, the mid-ordinate algorithm, often under-
estimated the SAR values.

2.2 Modelling uncertainty

The modelling uncertainty describes how the used computational models de-
viate from the real physical scenario. Modelling uncertainty is introduced
when the physical parameters or models are inaccurate or there is uncer-
tainty in the measured input values. The modelling uncertainty also includes
the variations in results caused by different choices, simplifications and ap-
proximations made by the judgement of the user, or by the solver software.

Unlike the computational error, the modelling uncertainty cannot usually
be lessened easily, and even estimating its range may be difficult. Sometimes,
the range of the modelling uncertainty can be estimated by variation analy-
sis, by testing how sensitive the results are to small changes in the model
parameters. In some cases such as the liquid phantoms, rough verification
by measurements is possible (Joseph and Martens 2005, Ilvonen et al 2008,
Gosselin et al 2009).

2.2.1 Anatomical body models

Sufficiently representative models of the electrical properties of the human
anatomy are needed for RF dosimetry. During the last few decades, the
advances in tomographic techniques, namely the magnetic resonance (MR)
imaging and the computed tomography (CT), have allowed the development
of anatomically lifelike human body models. Several whole-body models have
been developed for both non-ionizing and ionizing radiation dosimetry and ra-
diology (Zaidi and Tsui 2009). The whole-body models used in RF dosimetry
in recent years include (Hand 2008), for example, the male voxel model (Ma-
son et al 2000) constructed using the CT, MR and cryosection images of a male
cadaver from the US National Library of Medicine’s Visible Human Project
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Figure 2: The anatomically realistic voxel model based on the Visible Human
Project. Three transverse cross-sections of the model are shown on the right.

(Spitzer and Whitlock 1998, Ackerman 1998) (Figure 2); the Zubal head and
torso model based on CT and MR images (Zubal et al 1994); voxel models con-
structed from MR images, such as Norman (Dimbylow 1997), Naomi (Dimby-
low 2005b), Taro and Hanako (Nagaoka et al 2004); the Korean male voxel
model constructed from colour photographic images of cryosection slices (Kim
et al 2008); and the surface-based Virtual Family models of two adults and
two children constructed from MR images (Christ et al 2010b).

The tomographic techniques produce accurate description of the anatomy
of a specific human subject. However, the resulting voxel models are rigid
and difficult to modify. In addition, the imaging of the subjects is done in the
supine position, which causes a shift of the internal organs compared to the
upright position. Cassola et al (2010) designed female and male adult whole-
body phantoms without tomographic images by using the tools originating
from the fields of computer graphics and animated films, and freely available
3D models of individual organs. This demonstrates the possibilities for creat-
ing body models of different height, weight and posture. Posture transforma-
tion technique for voxel models has been proposed (Nagaoka and Watanabe
2008). The technique utilizes methods originating from the computer-aided
design (CAD) and computer graphics, and allows changing the posture of the
voxel model while maintaining the continuity of tissues. An improved model
by the same authors (Nagaoka and Watanabe 2009) solves some technical
disadvantages of the previous technique, resulting in a relatively straightfor-
ward process that is, in theory, applicable to any voxel model. Potentially, a
similar kind of procedure could possibly be used for morphing voxel models
to different body shapes, heights and weights.
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Figure 3: Increasing or decreasing the resolution of voxel models causes var-
ious numerical artifacts.

Constructing the three-dimensional anatomical models from images that
are two-dimensional is a difficult and time-consuming process. Various algo-
rithms have been developed to facilitate the process, but the manual segmen-
tation of tissues is still laborious and time-consuming (Zaidi and Tsui 2009).
Resolution of the two-dimensional image slices and the distance between the
slices determines the maximum level of the anatomical detail in the model,
so the actual anatomical resolution might not be the same as the resolution
of the resulting three-dimensional voxel model. It is important that the res-
olution is sufficient for representing all relevant anatomical details. Limited
resolution is problematic for modelling thin layer tissues such as the skin,
the volume of which is overestimated in many voxel models (Zaidi and Tsui
2009). The layer structure of the skin may influence the peak localized SAR
values greatly (Drossos et al 2000, Christ et al 2006).

2.2.2 Altering the voxel grid

For high frequencies, the required cell resolution for the FDTD might be
higher than the resolution of the anatomical model. This requires rescaling
of the voxel data to a higher resolution, which may cause additional stair-
case approximation of curved boundaries, illustrated in Figure 3. The error
caused by this rescaling was investigated, for example, by McIntosh and An-
derson (2010) who modelled a sphere with a 0.5 mm cell size and another
sphere with 2 mm cells which were then re-meshed to 0.5 mm cells. Under
the exposure to a 10 GHz plane wave, the difference between the two spheres
was around 5–8 % for both the whole-body and peak 10 g SAR. Hirata et al
(2007c) reported using interpolation techniques for reducing the staircasing
effect when increasing the model resolution, although no details are given.

When the studied wavelength is long compared to the voxel size in the
anatomical model, it may be advantageous to scale the voxel data down to a
lower resolution, which may be done by various different ways (Van de Kamer
et al 2001). Figure 3 shows an example of reducing the resolution by the
‘winner-takes-all’ method, which results in a loss of detail and overestimation
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of the thickness of thin-layer structures.
Different voxelling problems may arise when studying the near-field expo-

sure due to antennas in an arbitrary position with respect to the body model.
In such a case, it is usually advantageous to align the antenna structures
to the FDTD grid and rotate the body model to prevent the staircase error
when modelling the antenna. Rotating the body model requires re-meshing
the voxel data into a new rotated grid which may cause various numerical
artifacts in the new voxel models (Beard and Kainz 2004).

2.2.3 Dielectric properties

The dielectric properties of tissues used in the computational dosimetry are
usually based on the widely-used four Cole–Cole dispersion model (Gabriel
et al 1996c). The model has been derived by fitting the four Cole–Cole disper-
sion parameters to the measured values of animal tissue (ovine and porcine),
human autopsy materials, and human skin and tongue in vivo (Gabriel et al
1996b); and the values found by a literature review (Gabriel et al 1996a).
There may be a significant individual variation in the dielectric properties—
the variation in tissue properties within a species may even exceed variations
between different species (Gabriel et al 1996b). The biological tissues are in-
homogeneous, and natural variation in the structure or composition inside
a single tissue causes about ±5–10 % variability in the dielectric properties
above 100 MHz (Gabriel et al 1996b). This random variability constitutes the
main source of uncertainty for the tissue data, exceeding the contributions
from the measurement procedure and instrumentation (Gabriel and Peyman
2006).

Keshvari et al (2006) studied how sensitive the SAR values in the head
are to increasing the permittivity and conductivity values by up to 20 % in
the frequency range from 900 MHz to 2450 MHz. The results showed that the
SAR values in the ear and eye region could both increase or decrease, with
the maximum variation smaller than 20 % and the usual variation only about
5 %. It was suggested that the sensitivity of the SAR values depends on the
individual anatomical details of the models. Dimbylow et al (2008) showed
that changing the dielectric properties of the skin and fat tissues from wet
skin and non-infiltrated fat to dry skin and infiltrated fat, respectively, could
have a significant effect on the whole-body averaged SAR in an adult male
model. Above 1 GHz this could increase the whole-body averaged SAR by up
to 15 %. However, the choice of these material parameters only had a minor
effect at lower frequencies.

The most important aspect affecting the dielectric properties is the water
content of tissues (Gabriel et al 1996c). The tissues in young children have
higher water content than in adults, so the permittivity and conductivity val-
ues of tissues may be higher in children. The decrease of the permittivity
and conductivity of various tissues with age was demonstrated in rats aged
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Figure 4: Age-dependence of the conductivity and permittivity of some rat
tissues at 900 MHz (Peyman et al 2001).

from 0 to 70 days (Peyman et al 2001), see Figure 4. The data was further
validated and extended to lower frequencies by Gabriel (2005). Peyman et al
(2009) measured the dielectric properties in several ageing porcine tissues
which are regarded as good substitutes for the human tissues. The results
showed a significant reduction in the permittivity and conductivity values in
10 out of the 15 measured tissues.

Even though there may be significant decreases in the dielectric proper-
ties with age, the variation in SAR values with age may still be small. Us-
ing the adult tissue properties instead of 3-year (or older) child tissue data
seems to cause only a minor and non-systematic error in the localized SAR
values in the head (Keshvari et al 2006, Wang et al 2006b, Peyman et al 2009,
Christ et al 2010a). Wang et al (2006b) derived an approximate formula for
the age-dependence of the dielectric properties and calculated the SAR due
to a mobile-phone model at 900 MHz using 3- and 7-year old child head mod-
els. It was found out that the age-dependence of the dielectric parameters
is unlikely to have a significant impact on the SAR results. Peyman et al
(2009) performed simulations of two child head models exposed to a mobile
phone model. Using the adult tissue properties instead of the child tissue
data (about 1–4 or 11–13 years old) had only a minor impact on the SAR
values in the head. In Christ et al (2010a), the mobile-phone exposure in
multiple head models was studied, and no systematic changes in the peak
10 g SAR due to the age-dependent dielectric properties (Peyman et al 2009)
were found. For the whole-body exposure of the newborn, the impact of the
higher water content may be more significant. Dimbylow et al (2010) calcu-
lated the SAR in a newborn model based upon a surface representation of
the organs of the body. The permittivity and conductivity values of the model
were the adult values multiplied by factors derived from the Peyman et al
(2001) data for rats. Using the newborn tissue parameters resulted in +15 %
higher whole-body SAR at the resonance frequency compared to using the
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adult parameters.

2.2.4 Exposure sources

Plane waves are one of the most easy to implement field sources in FDTD,
and have only a few easily characterised variables, such as the direction and
polarization. On the contrary, the exposure to hand-held devices features a
myriad of different variables. The SAR results may be very sensitive to small
changes in modelling the antennas and their positioning with respect to the
body model. For example, the errors and differences in judgement during the
positioning of the source mobile phone were suggested to be the reason for the
result that the maximum 10 g SAR values in the same head model simulated
by 14 different institutions in the same exposure scenario had up to 30 %
standard deviation (Beard et al 2006). This variance is comparable to that
from the measurements in liquid phantoms. Also, the variance is as large as
the standard deviation of the 10 g SAR in various head models induced by the
same near-field source (Wiart et al 2008). Positioning and modelling the hand
holding the mobile phone may be an another significant source of variation.

For the modelling of fine metallic structures, a very fine cell size or special
techniques for the modelling of thin structures are needed. Metal structures
are more sensitive to the staircase effects compared to the lossy dielectric
body models. A number of different methods for reducing the staircase ap-
proximation error, such as the contour-path techniques are available (Taflove
and Hagness 2005). However, implementing these techniques by hand for
real-like devices would be an extremely tedious process, and researchers us-
ing their own FDTD codes often have to make do with simplified source mod-
els. On the other hand, commercial FDTD software have automatic methods
for importing and simulating CAD models of realistic devices, far beyond the
capabilities of most research or university FDTD codes. However, because
getting the CAD models of real devices from the manufacturers may be prob-
lematic, and given the large uncertainties related to the antenna modelling
and positioning, the simplified models may still be sufficiently representative
for the generic exposure assessment.

2.2.5 Spatial averaging of SAR

When comparing the results between different studies it is important that
the SAR values would be averaged exactly the same way in all studies. How-
ever, the lack of exact description of the spatial SAR averaging method in
ICNIRP guidelines (ICNIRP 1998a,b) leaves some room for interpretation.
The basic restriction limit for the 10 g SAR has been set up to provide pro-
tection against excessive temperature rise in sensitive body parts, such as in
the eyes. Hence, in theory the SAR averaging algorithm should be defined
such that the averaged SAR is in a good correlation with the temperature
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distribution inside the body.
Recently, using cubically-shaped averaging volumes (IEEE 2005, 2002)

has become the standard way for averaging the SAR. However, from a purely
physical perspective, the use of cubical averaging volumes is somewhat ques-
tionable. Since, for example, spherical volumes would clearly provide a more
realistic match with the resulting temperature rise. Moreover, the IEEE
(2005) standard actually requires that the averaging cubes should align with
the coordinate axes of the computational procedure, making the averaged
SAR dependent on the choice of the voxelling of the body models. By the
IEEE (2002) specification, the SAR averaging cubes need to be treated spe-
cially near the surface of the body, which leads to a poor correlation between
the SAR and temperature elevation (McIntosh and Anderson 2010). High
frequencies over 6 GHz are particularly problematic for cubical averaging
(IEEE (2005) use spatially-averaged SAR only up to 3 GHz), because of the
short penetration depth of the microwaves and the highly superficial SAR
values (McIntosh and Anderson 2010).

Several studies include comparison of various SAR averaging methods
for microwave exposure of the head (Hirata et al 2006a, Wainwright 2007,
Flyckt et al 2007). It is clear from the results that the choice of the spatial-
averaging scheme has a great impact on the resulting SAR values, so care is
needed when comparing results from different studies. Hirata and Fujiwara
(2009) investigated the correlation between the cubically-averaged SAR with
a varying cube size and the temperature rise in the head under exposure
to a dipole antenna in the range from 1 GHz to 6 GHz. The SAR averaged
over the 10 g cubes was reasonably well correlated with the temperature rise
in the whole frequency range. In paper (IV), it was shown that the peak
cubically-averaged 10 g SAR in the eye correlates well with the peak temper-
ature rise in the lens. The correlation between the temperature rise, peak
spatially-averaged SAR and incident power density was investigated using
one-dimensional layered models (Anderson et al 2010) and anatomically real-
istic adult and child models (McIntosh and Anderson 2010) in the frequency
range 1–10 GHz. It was not clear from the results which of the incident power
density or the 10 g SAR was correlated better or worse with the temperature
increase between 3 and 10 GHz.

In all the papers in this thesis, the spatial averaging of the SAR has been
done by using the procedure specified in IEEE (2002). The procedure de-
scribes how to define the SAR averaging cubes for each FDTD cell, including
the special averaging procedure for the cells that are located on the air-body
boundary. In this thesis, the sizes of the averaging cubes have been further
fine-tuned such that their mass is exactly 10 g (Caputa et al 1999). The above
procedure is computationally demanding—in fact, during the preparation of
paper (IV), calculating the 10 g averaged SAR took more time than calculat-
ing the steady-state temperature increase at high resolutions.
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2.3 Real-world variation

In this work, the real-world variation means the changes in results due to the
different physical conditions, such as the individual variation in morphology,
and also the variation in the electromagnetic exposure scenario. Unlike the
computational error and modelling uncertainty, the real-world variation is
not error, as it exists also in the real world. The variation is important when
developing standards and guidelines for limiting the exposure, because the
limits should be valid for all kinds of individuals in all common exposure
scenarios.

2.3.1 Variations in body morphology

The whole-body exposure studies that have included multiple human mod-
els have allowed the assessment of the effect of the model morphology on
the whole-body SAR values. The results for the whole-body exposure for fre-
quencies up to 3 GHz are quite consistent between various studies (Conil
et al 2008, Dimbylow et al 2008, Kühn et al 2009, Bakker et al 2010)(paper
V) . Typically, the models with a larger weight have a smaller whole-body
averaged SAR. For the models with a small weight, such as children, the
reference levels may violate the basic restriction limits in the 1 to 3 GHz
range. For the vertically-polarized plane-wave exposure at a constant inci-
dent power density, the largest whole-body averaged SAR values happen near
the whole-body resonance frequency, which occurs at typically below 100 MHz
frequencies for adults, depending on the height of the model. Although the
results between various studies are consistent, some differences exist. It is
not fully clear which part of the variation is due to the real-world individual
morphologies and which is due to the modelling differences or computational
error. The real-world individual variation in the dielectric material proper-
ties might also affect the SAR, which was discussed in Section 2.2.3.

Some studies have investigated which morphological factors affect the
whole-body averaged SAR. Hirata et al (2007b) studied the whole-body SAR
in the heterogeneous and homogeneous Norman model and cuboid phantoms,
and corresponding scaled child phantoms. The results suggested that in the
GHz region (above 1 GHz), for models of the same mass, the surface area of
the model is the dominant factor affecting the whole-body SAR. However, the
same was not true in the whole-body resonance region. Kühn et al (2009)
studied the plane-wave exposures of four models with six incident directions.
Normalizing the whole-body averaged SAR to the ratio of the ‘visible’ area
divided by the weight was able to partly explain the variation between the in-
dividual models in the GHz range. The same is also true for the frontal base-
station antenna exposure as was shown by Gosselin et al (2009), who studied
the exposure of three adult models from 450 MHz to 2140 MHz. Habachi et al
(2010) studied the whole-body averaged SAR in 12 anatomical voxel models,
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Figure 5: An adult model (Nagaoka et al 2004), a uniformly-scaled 5-year-old
child model, a morphologically-scaled 5-year-old child model (Nagaoka et al
2008), and a realistic 6-year-old child model (Christ et al 2010b).

and 18 morphologically-scaled 5-, 8- and 12-year old child models. The expo-
sure source was a vertically polarized plane wave incident from the front at
2.1 GHz. The results showed that the accurate estimation of the whole-body
SAR requires information about not only external morphology factors (height,
weight and body surface area) but also about the internal morphology factors,
such as the muscle and fat proportions. Hirata et al (2010) derived a simple
formula for estimating the whole-body SAR at the whole-body resonance fre-
quency (ratio of the model height to the wavelength is 0.38–0.40). According
to the formula, the whole-body SAR at the resonance frequency is inversely
proportional to the body mass index, and it also depends on the body fat per-
centage. Using the formula together with the statistical data of the Japanese
population showed that the variability of the whole-body SAR due to the body
shape is about 30 % for humans of the same age.

2.3.2 Exposure of children

Until recently, there have been few whole-body models of children available,
so SAR calculations of children have been performed using uniformly-scaled
adult body models (Dimbylow 2002, 2005a, Findlay and Dimbylow 2006b) or
morphologically-scaled adult models (Nagaoka et al 2008, Conil et al 2008),
see Figure 5. Nagaoka et al (2008) showed that the whole-body averaged
SAR values in morphologically correct and uniformly-scaled child models are
not significantly different. However, large differences in the tissue-averaged
SAR were reported. Recently, anatomically realistic whole-body models of
children have been developed. It seems that the whole-body averaged SAR in
anatomically realistic child models is consistent with the whole-body SAR in
scaled adult models (Dimbylow and Bolch 2007, Kühn et al 2009).

The general public reference levels (ICNIRP 1998a) should be valid for all
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kinds of individuals under different exposure scenarios. The reference levels
have been derived from the basic restriction limits for adults so they may not
be directly applicable to small children. It is well known from several recent
studies that the reference levels may violate the basic restriction limits in the
GHz range for children, i.e., incoming power density or field strength that
is below the reference level may lead to SAR values that exceed the basic
restriction limits. Dimbylow et al (2010) calculated the SAR in a newborn
model, an important limiting case, exposed to plane waves incoming from
various directions. The results showed that the reference level violates the
basic restriction limits at 250 MHz, the whole body resonance, and in the
range from 700 to 2450 MHz. It should be noted, however, that the basic
restriction limit for the whole-body averaged SAR might actually be more
conservative for children when considering the body-core temperature rise
(Hirata et al 2008a).

There is uncertainty regarding the risk posed to the foetus by strong RF
exposure of pregnant women. Elevated temperatures at the foetus during cer-
tain stages of pregnancy may cause developmental effects. Because of this,
the plane-wave exposure of pregnant women at different stages of pregnancy
have been investigated in several studies, for example, (Nagaoka et al 2007,
Dimbylow et al 2009, Kawai et al 2010). Several pregnant woman and foetus
models were compared in Dimbylow et al (2009), and the results showed that
the ICNIRP reference levels are very conservative for the 10 g SAR in the foe-
tus. Also, the foetus-averaged SAR is smaller than the whole-body averaged
SAR of the mother. MRI, which features significant exposure to the RF fields,
is increasingly being used to image both the mother and foetus. The SAR val-
ues in the mother and foetus during MRI procedures has been calculated in
various studies (Hand et al 2006, 2010, Kikuchi et al 2010). The temperature
rise in the foetus due to SAR has been simulated with a discrete vasculature
thermal model (Hand et al 2010) and with a model of the thermoregulatory
system (Kikuchi et al 2010).

2.3.3 Variations in posture and exposure scenario

Most studies have considered only the exposure to a vertically polarized plane
wave incident from the front, the exposure setup that results in the strongest
whole-body resonance for models in the standing posture. The horizontally
polarized exposure is not able to excite the main whole-body resonance so the
whole-body SAR values are significantly smaller compared to the vertically
polarized plane waves near the whole-body resonance frequency. The same
is true for the waves incoming from the above or below of the model. In the
whole-body resonance range, the incoming direction in the transverse plane
seems to have only a minor effect on the whole-body averaged SAR. The side
exposure may actually produce a slightly higher whole-body averaged SAR
than the frontal exposure (Kühn et al 2009).
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Figure 6: Frontal plane-wave exposure of the Norman model at 3.5 GHz for
the vertical (left) and horizontal (right) polarizations (paper V). The darker
areas depict higher pointwise SAR values. The sides of the head, arms and
legs are more exposed with the horizontal polarization, and the topsides of
the head, shoulders and feet are more exposed with the vertical polarization.

In the GHz range, the frontal exposure has the highest whole-body av-
eraged SAR (Kühn et al 2009)(paper V), so when looking for the worst-case
exposure scenario, it is sufficient to simulate only the frontal exposure case.
Above 2 GHz, horizontally polarized plane waves result in a higher whole-
body averaged SAR than vertically polarized waves with the same power
density (paper V), especially for the irradiation from the side. The difference
between the vertical and horizontal polarizations seems to increase with the
frequency. Hirata et al (2009) performed the SAR calculations for up to 6 GHz
frequencies using morphologically scaled infant and child models, with ages
ranging from 9 months to 7 years. They suggested that the higher whole-body
SAR value with the horizontal polarization is attributed to the component of
the body surface area perpendicular to the electric field of the incident wave.
However, the results in paper (V) show that the whole-body SAR is more sen-
sitive to the azimuth angle with the vertical polarization, which contradicts
the explanation by Hirata et al (2009). A better explanation may be derived
by the analogy with a conducting surface. Namely, a wave with a perpendic-
ular electric field is able to propagate along a conducting surface, whereas a
wave with a parallel electric field is not. So it seems reasonable that the hor-
izontally polarized wave is better able to propagate around the body along
the sides, and the vertically polarized wave along the soles and the top of
the head. Because the sides of the body have a larger surface area, the hor-
izontal polarization results in a higher whole-body averaged SAR. Figure 6
shows an example of the SAR distributions for the horizontal and vertical
polarizations.

Most anatomically realistic voxel models are in the upright standing pos-
ture, with the arms by the side of the body. Change in the posture may
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cause changes in the whole-body resonance frequency. Several postures were
studied in the whole-body resonance frequency range by Findlay and Dimby-
low (2005). Nagaoka and Watanabe (2008) developed an advanced posture
transformation method and used it to study the whole-body SAR in sitting
Japanese models in the frequency range from 10 to 3000 MHz. In paper (V),
a homogeneous model in 6 postures was used to study the effects of the pos-
ture on the whole-body averaged SAR. Based on the results of the above three
studies, it seems that, in the GHz range, the whole-body averaged SAR in the
different postures is comparable to that of the original standing models. In
the whole-body resonance region, the effect of posture is much more signifi-
cant, for example, altering the whole-body resonance frequency. In addition
to changes in posture, also using grounded conditions may have a large im-
pact on the whole-body averaged SAR values in the whole-body resonance
region. Grounding, i.e., adding a conducting ground plane below the model’s
feet, decreases the whole-body resonance frequency, because the body effec-
tively becomes longer with respect to the wavelength. However at frequencies
higher than the whole-body resonance region, the importance of grounding
becomes insignificant (see e.g. Dimbylow (2002)).

The whole-body exposure to the near field of base station antennas is a
more complex problem than the plane-wave exposure. Base station antennas
may vary greatly in sizes and shapes, ranging from the human-sized out-
door antennas to the small indoor picocell antennas, which naturally causes
a large variation in the SAR values between different antennas. Smaller an-
tennas tend to produce a more localized SAR distribution, so the peak 10 g
averaged SAR is larger relative to the whole-body averaged SAR. Gosselin
et al (2009) calculated the SAR at frequencies 450–2140 MHz using six large
(length 130–190 cm) base station antennas and three body models. The ba-
sic restriction limit on the whole-body averaged SAR was in most cases more
restrictive than the limit for the localized SAR. On the contrary, in Lacroux
et al (2008), where the exposure of two male models to a smaller 2140 MHz
antenna model (length 56 cm) was simulated, the peak 10 g SAR was in most
cases the limiting factor. Smaller indoor picocell antennas rarely have enough
output power to even theoretically exceed the whole-body averaged SAR lim-
its. Antennas with a wider horizontal half-power beam width provide a better
compliance with the basic restriction limits, because a smaller portion of the
radiated power is absorbed in the body (Gosselin et al 2009). The antenna
near field is highly inhomogeneous, so there may be problems in applying the
reference levels (which have been derived for the plane wave exposure) for
testing the compliance with the basic restriction limits (Joseph and Martens
2005, Martínez-Búrdalo et al 2005, Lacroux et al 2008, Ilvonen et al 2008).
Consequently, simple formulae have been developed for estimating the SAR
near base-station antennas (Thors et al 2008, 2009).
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Figure 7: Frontal plane-wave exposure of the Taro model (Laakso and Uusi-
tupa 2010). From left to right: 70 MHz, 300 MHz, 900 MHz and 2450 MHz.
The maximum pointwise SAR value corresponds to 0 dB, separately at each
frequency.

2.3.4 Variation in localized SAR

While the variation of the whole-body averaged SAR is relatively systema-
tic—depending on, for instance, the frequency, height and posture of the
model—the variation of the localized 10 g SAR values does not have such
a clear pattern. Large variation in the 10 g SAR results depending on the
individual morphology has been reported in several studies that have em-
ployed multiple head models exposed to mobile-phone frequency antennas
(Christ and Kuster 2005, Kainz et al 2005, Keshvari and Lang 2005, Wiart
et al 2008, Christ et al 2010a). Dependence of the localized SAR on mor-
phology is significant not only for the near-field but also for the plane-wave
exposure. For example, the SAR results for the plane-wave exposure in Hi-
rata et al (2007c) and paper (IV) showed significant differences between two
different head models. The conclusion that the 10 g SAR induced by the same
source in different head models has a 30 % standard deviation (Wiart et al
2008) seems to be a reasonable approximation for the variation. In addition
to the variation in morphology, the real-world individual differences in the
dielectric material properties might also cause a variation of the localized
SAR, which was discussed in Section 2.2.3. As said, the localized SAR values
calculated in various head models vary greatly, but there seems to be no sys-
tematic difference in the maximum 10 g SAR values between adult and child
heads (Christ and Kuster 2005, Keshvari and Lang 2005, Christ et al 2010a).
However, under the exposure to the mobile phone radiation, the brain tissues
and the eyes might be higher exposed in children than in adults (Wiart et al
2008, Christ et al 2010a), which seems very reasonable because the children
have a smaller thickness of the pinna, skin and skull.

The location of the maximum 10 g SAR tends to be deeper in the body at
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lower frequencies and more superficial at higher frequencies. In the whole-
body resonance region, the largest SAR values are typically located near the
ankles, knees or neck (Dimbylow 1997, Nagaoka et al 2004, Bakker et al
2010). In the GHz region, the maximum is typically located in the fingers,
toes, chin, nose, pinnae, penis, or testicles (Kühn et al 2009, Bakker et al
2010)(paper V), and the location is strongly dependent on the incident direc-
tion of the plane wave. For the near-field exposure to base station antennas,
the locations of the peak SAR naturally depend on the positioning of the an-
tenna, but often they seem to be in the above-mentioned locations (Lacroux
et al 2008, Gosselin et al 2009). Figure 7 shows examples of the localized
SAR distributions at four frequencies for the frontal plane-wave exposure. At
70 MHz, the whole body is resonating, and the highest SAR values are located
in the ankles. At 300 MHz, the limbs are highly exposed, apparently due to
some partial-body resonances. At higher frequencies the SAR distribution be-
comes more superficial. At 900 MHz, the SAR is more uniformly distributed
compared to the case at 2450 MHz, where there are SAR hot spots in the
fingers and nose, for example.
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3 Temperature rise due to EM power absorption

Absorption of electromagnetic power inside the human body causes increases
in the tissue temperature. The temperature increase may be calculated after
the electromagnetic field distribution inside the human body has been solved
by the FDTD. The EM power-loss distribution calculated from the electric
field acts as the source term for the thermal problem, but otherwise the elec-
tromagnetic and thermal problems are usually assumed to be independent of
each other. Actually, the dielectric properties of biologic tissues are temper-
ature dependent, and therefore, the power-loss distribution could change as
the RF heating proceeds. However, this effect may be neglected for relatively
small temperature elevations, as is expected for common RF exposure cases
(Lin and Bernardi 2007).

The thermal problem is computationally smaller compared to the electro-
magnetic problem. There is only one scalar unknown—the temperature T—
instead of the six unknown field components in the electromagnetic problem.
Also, there is only need to solve the temperature distribution inside the body,
so implementing absorbing boundary conditions or external field sources is
not needed.

Contrary to the electromagnetic problem, where the human body is pas-
sive, in the thermal problem the human thermoregulatory system actively
attempts to maintain a thermal homoeostasis. Consequently, the equations
for the temperature elevation are generally nonlinear, such that increasing
the temperature to higher levels requires a relatively greater EM power than
lesser temperature elevations. If the thermoregulatory system is not fully ca-
pable of dissipating the heat load, there may be potentially harmful increases
in local tissue and body-core temperatures.

This section consists of an overview of the equations and models that may
be used to simulate the heating by RF power absorption. The uncertainty
factors and required assumptions will be discussed without going too deep
into the details. Lastly, an efficient computer implementation of the steady-
state bioheat equation is presented.

3.1 Bioheat equation

The bioheat equation was originally proposed by Pennes (1948) for analyzing
the temperature distribution in a resting human forearm. The equation is
commonly used to model the temperature rise due to the electromagnetic
power absorption. In this work, the thermal model by Bernardi et al (2003)
will be considered. The model has been used in several recent studies on
the subject. It combines the bioheat equation and thermoregulatory models,
allowing the thermal modelling of the whole human body. A more thorough
explanation of the model may be found in Lin and Bernardi (2007).
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The bioheat equation is a partial differential equation

C(r)ρ(r)
∂T(r, t)
∂t

=∇· (k(r)∇T(r, t))+S(r)+ A∗(r,T)

−B∗(r,T)(T∗(r, t)−TB(T)),
(1)

where the notation is as follows (parameters that are affected by the ther-
moregulatory system are denoted with star signs (∗)):

C: specific heat of the tissue [J kg−1 K−1]

T: instantaneous temperature of the tissue [K]

ρ: mass density of the tissue [kg m−3]

k: thermal conductivity of the tissue [W m−1 K−1]

S: electromagnetic power absorption in the tissue [W m−3]

A∗: metabolic heat generation of the tissue [W m−3]. Respiratory heat loss
in the lungs and evaporative losses on the skin may also be included
in A∗, if they are not taken into account in the boundary conditions.
Metabolic heat generation may be affected by the temperature increase.

B∗: blood perfusion rate through the tissue [J kg−1 K−1]. By the Pennes
bioheat equation, the rate of heat transfer between the blood and tissue
is proportional to the product of the perfusion rate B∗ and the difference
of the arterial and tissue temperature T −T∗

B. The blood perfusion B∗

may be separated into

B =ω∗
BρBCB(1−κ), (2)

where CB is the specific heat of blood [J kg−1 K−1], ρB is the density of
blood [kg m−3], and ω∗

B is the volumetric perfusion rate [m3 kg−1 s−1].
Factor κ accounts for the incomplete thermal equilibrium between the
blood and tissue. Pennes and most subsequent studies have set κ = 0.
The blood flow value in the skin is highly dependent on the thermoreg-
ulatory controller.

T∗
B: temperature of the arterial blood (body core temperature) [K]. To main-

tain thermal balance, the blood temperature T∗
B must satisfy

ρBVB
∂TB

∂t
=

∫
B(T −TB)dV . (3)

The left hand side of (3) is the time derivative of the total thermal en-
ergy of blood, and the right side is the total heat transferred between
the blood and other tissues. The temperature of the arterial blood is
assumed to be constant, both spatially and temporally, in the original
Pennes model.
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On the skin-air surface, there is a boundary condition with the form of the
Newton cooling law

−k(r)
∂T(r, t)
∂n

= H(r)(T(r, t)−TE)+E∗
S(r,T). (4)

The left side of (4) is the outward heat flux, and the right side denotes its com-
ponents. The first term on the right hand side combines the convective, con-
ductive and radiative heat loss, with the heat transfer coefficient H and the
environment temperature TE. The second term E∗

S, which is highly depen-
dent on the thermoregulation, denotes the heat loss due to the evaporation
on the skin.

The Pennes (1948) heat transfer model has been criticised for various
reasons (Arkin et al 1994, Wissler 1998), but nevertheless, the bioheat equa-
tion has generally yielded results that agree with experimental observations.
There is a lack of noninvasive experimental means for measuring deep tissue
temperatures, which limits the progress in developing more realistic models
(Wissler 1998). Several alternative models for accounting the blood perfusion
have been developed, but they generally lack a sound experimental grounding
(Arkin et al 1994). An alternative to the bioheat approach, the discrete vascu-
larized thermal diffusion model (DIVA, Kotte et al 1996) has seen increasing
use in several recent studies of the RF exposure, the main advantage of the
DIVA model being the ability to take into account the individual blood ves-
sels. However, there are no experimental data to support the model. Even
recently, the lack of noninvasive means for measuring the internal tempera-
ture distribution is still a problem in, for example, hyperthermia treatment
(Paulides et al 2010).

3.1.1 Simplified bioheat equation

The bioheat equation (1) can be made simpler by making several assump-
tions. The blood temperature TB may be assumed to be temporally constant
for localized RF heating scenarios, because the human thermoregulatory sys-
tem attempts to maintain thermal homoeostasis. The thermoregulatory re-
sponse may be ignored, which results in a linear equation that is much easier
to solve, and which yields overestimation of the temperature rise. Addition-
ally, in a thermal steady-state, the time derivatives may be set to zeros, which
gives overestimation of the time-dependent temperature rise. More terms
may be removed from the equation by investigating only the temperature
rise δT = T −T0, where T0 is the basal temperature without the electromag-
netic power absorption term S. Studying only the steady-state temperature
rise cancels out C, ρ, A, TB, ES, and TE. The resulting simple equation,
which was used in paper (IV), reads

(∇·k∇−B)δT +S = 0, (5)
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with boundary condition (
k
∂

∂n
+H

)
δT = 0, (6)

where k is the thermal conductivity, B is the blood perfusion rate, S is the
electromagnetic power absorption, and H is the combined heat transfer coef-
ficient to air, including the convective, conductive and radiative heat loss.

Equation (5) may only be used for estimating the localized temperature
rises. It is insufficient for modelling the body-core temperature rise, because
it is assumed that the blood temperature does not increase during the expo-
sure, i.e., the heat transferred to blood just disappears. For the local tempera-
ture values, ignoring the blood temperature increase is a good approximation
if the total power absorption is much smaller than the basal metabolic heat
generation (about 100 W for a male adult), which is true for most localized ex-
posure sources. Because the thermoregulatory function is effective in reduc-
ing the blood temperature rise, the blood temperature rise is much smaller
than the local peak temperature rises even for the whole body plane-wave
exposure (Bernardi et al 2003, Hirata et al 2007a). Also, when studying suffi-
ciently short exposures, the use of (5) is well justified even for the whole-body
exposure because the thermal time constants for the blood temperature are
much longer than those for the local peak temperatures: Typically the tem-
perature will rise to the steady state by an exponential approach, with the
thermal time constant for the body core temperature rise about 22–52 min
(whole-body SAR 0.4 W kg−1) depending on the sweating rate (Hirata et al
2007a, 2008a), and 6–8 min for the local peak temperatures (Leeuwen et al
1999, Wang and Fujiwara 1999, Bernardi et al 2000).

Taking the blood temperature rise into account would cause the temper-
ature values throughout the body to increase somewhat: The whole-body
averaged SAR at the basic restriction limit for the occupational exposure
(0.4 W kg−1 by ICNIRP (1998a)) causes a blood temperature increase in the
range of 0.10–0.25 ◦C, depending on the sweating rate and on the ratio of the
skin surface area to the body mass (Hirata et al 2007a, 2008a). The blood
temperature increase is particularly significant for the tissues located deep
inside the body or in the areas which are not directly irradiated (Hirata et al
2007a). For example, the temperature rise in the foetus, which is quite well
protected against high SAR values, is caused mainly by the temperature ele-
vation of the maternal blood (Kikuchi et al 2010).

Hirata et al (2007a) and Kikuchi et al (2010) compared the non-steady-
state version of the simplified bioheat equation (5) to the complete bioheat
equation (1) with the thermoregulation (Section 3.1.2) and the blood tempera-
ture rise (3). The locations and magnitudes of the peak temperatures seemed
to match reasonably well between the simplified and complete models, but,
as discussed above, the temperature rises in the non-directly exposed tissues
were considerably higher with the complete model. It might be that the dif-
ferences in the peak temperatures between the two models are smaller than
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OUT: increased local blood flow
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b

Figure 8: Simplified diagram of the thermoregulatory system. Boxes a–c
list the most important responses to the central and localized temperature
increases.

the variations caused by, for instance, the uncertainty and regional variation
in the skin blood perfusion rates (Section 3.1.3). Hence, the simplified bio-
heat equation (1) is a fairly good approximation of the complete model, but
only when studying the peak temperature increases.

3.1.2 Thermoregulatory models

Human thermal models are often defined in terms of the passive and active
systems. The passive system refers to the thermal system defined by the
bioheat equation (1) and the boundary conditions, while the active system
consists of the physiological control functions which send/receive feedback
to/from the passive system (Figure 8). Early human passive thermal mod-
els were based on simplified shapes, such as cylinders and spheres (Wissler
2009). Recently, anatomically realistic body models have been used, which
has allowed accurate modelling of localized temperature increases. Passively,
the human body loses heat by radiation, conduction, convection and evapo-
ration (4). Actively, the main mechanisms by which the body attempts to
increase the heat dissipation are increases in the skin blood flow by vasodi-
latation, and sweating with consequent evaporative heat loss. These mecha-
nisms are defined by the controller signals which depend on the hypothalamic
temperature and the average skin temperature, as analyzed in the influential
theoretical study by Stolwijk and Hardy (1966). The computer model (Stol-
wijk 1971), which evolved from the Stolwijk and Hardy (1966) model, has
been the basis for many later numerical models of the active thermal system.
Recent studies with anatomically realistic whole-body models (Bernardi et al
2003, Hirata et al 2007a, 2008a, Kikuchi et al 2010) have adopted a model
mainly similar to the Stolwijk (1971) model, with additions and modifications
from several sources (Chatterjee and Gandhi 1983, Spiegel 1984, Hoque and
Gandhi 1988, Fiala et al 2001).

Models of human thermoregulation have been originally developed and
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validated for the human body subjected to different environmental condi-
tions or levels of exercise (Stolwijk and Hardy 1966, Spiegel 1984, Wissler
2009). So one must ask if the same models are applicable to absorption of
the RF radiation, which represents a unique form of heat loading in which
the tissue temperatures increase in an individual without the application of
infrared radiation, exposure to increased ambient temperature, fever, or ex-
ercise. Adair and Black (2003) conducted an extensive review of the thermal
responses to the RF energy absorption, and it was concluded that the normal
human thermoregulatory system functions very effectively against the heat
load due to the RF energy absorption, even at levels high above the expo-
sure guidelines. The thermoregulatory responses to the excessive RF energy
absorption seem to be no different from the responses to other forms of exter-
nal/internal heat load (Adair and Black 2003), so there is a reason to believe
that the mathematical models of the thermoregulatory system are suited also
for the analysis of the RF heating.

Vasodilatation, i.e., an increase in the blood perfusion of the skin, and
sweating are triggered by the temperature rise in the thermosensors on the
skin or in the hypothalamus (Stolwijk and Hardy 1966), illustrated in Fig-
ure 8 by box a. In addition, the elevation in local skin temperature decreases
the flow resistance of cutaneous veins, further increasing the skin blood flow
(Stolwijk 1971) (Figure 8, box b). These mechanisms boost the heat dissipa-
tion into the environment by increasing the convective heat transfer by blood
between the body core and the skin, and by increasing the evaporative heat
loss on the skin surface. For any external heat stress factors, the tempera-
ture rise in the hypothalamus is caused by the rise in the blood temperature.
For the RF heating, because the hypothalamus is located deep inside head,
the effect of the local SAR on the temperature rise in the hypothalamus is
small for the localized exposure of the head (Wang and Fujiwara 1999), and
for the whole-body plane-wave exposure both at the resonance frequency and
in the GHz range (Hirata et al 2007a). Hence it seems that the hypothala-
mic temperature rise is caused mainly by the increased blood temperature in
the case of the RF heating, too. Earlier, it had been suggested that focused
RF heating solely in the hypothalamus—a highly unlikely scenario in reality
(Wang and Fujiwara 1999, Hirata et al 2007a)—could trigger the thermoreg-
ulatory response even excess of that needed to dissipate the heat, causing a
fall in the overall body temperature (Stolwijk 1980, Spiegel 1984).

In addition to the skin blood flow increase, it has been observed that the
blood flow in internal tissues is increased greatly as the tissue temperatures
are increased from 39 ◦C to 45 ◦C (Stolwijk 1980)(Figure 8, box c). This kind
of response makes it more difficult to raise only the local tissue tempera-
tures because the heat is transferred effectively into the other parts of the
body. Several recent computational studies (Bernardi et al 2003, Hirata et al
2007a, 2008a, Kikuchi et al 2010) have modelled the local increase of blood
flow in internal tissues by employing the model proposed by Chatterjee and
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Gandhi (1983). However, the original authors note that the knowledge is
limited, and that the model should be tested further. Some tests were per-
formed by Hirata et al (2006b) who applied the Chatterjee and Gandhi (1983)
blood flow model to the RF heating of rabbits, and compared the simulated
temperatures to measurements in rabbit eyes. Different assumptions for the
blood flow rate variation with the increase of the temperature were tested,
and the model with the original parameters yielded the best match with the
measured temperature rises. However, it is still unclear how well the model
is applicable to human beings or other parts of the body.

3.1.3 Uncertainty in thermal models

There are several uncertainty factors in computational modelling of the tem-
perature. Of course, the temperature values are affected by uncertainty of the
calculated power-loss (Section 2) that is used as an input parameter. How-
ever, the bioheat equation always gives a smoother temperature solution than
the source data, so the temperature is insensitive to small variations in the
EM power-loss distribution. Much of the uncertainty in temparature values
is related to the modelling of the skin which is by far the most important
organ in the human thermoregulation. Overall, the greatest problem in the
human thermal modelling might be the biological variability of individuals
(Wissler 2009). For example, laboratory studies of RF heating during mag-
netic resonance (MR) imaging have reported a poor correlation between the
body or skin temperature changes versus the whole-body averaged SAR val-
ues during MR procedures. Therefore, the thermal reactions to a given SAR
may be quite variable depending on the individual’s thermoregulatory system
(Shellock 2000, Shellock and Crues 2004).

Widely-used basal blood perfusion rate B values of various tissues were
derived by Williams and Leggett (1989), who compiled the results from a
large number of studies and determined the blood flow values from the av-
erage cardiac output to each organ. It is noteworthy that the uncertainty of
the blood flow value inter alia in the skin was very high, and the reference
value for the skin blood flow was ‘assigned arbitrarily’. The skin blood perfu-
sion value which apparently originates from the arbitrary reference value by
Williams and Leggett (1989) has been used in many recent studies, for exam-
ple in Wainwright (2000), Bernardi et al (2003), Buccella et al (2007), Hirata
et al (2007c), and paper (IV), to name a few. The skin blood is also highly
dependent on the thermoregulatory controller and there are individual and
regional differences in the sweat gland distribution and vasodilatation. In
addition, the blood flow and metabolic rates in the skeletal muscles and skin
are highly affected by different levels of exercise.

The skin blood perfusion rate varies considerably between different re-
gions of the body (Stolwijk 1971, Gordon et al 1976), but no recent thermal
calculations of the RF exposure have taken this variation into account. Ac-
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tually, the reference value for the skin blood perfusion (Williams and Leggett
1989) has been derived by using a different blood perfusion rate for the spe-
cific regions of the body. Intuitively, the assumption of a constant blood per-
fusion over the whole skin is a reasonable simplification when studying the
body core temperature rise during the whole-body exposure. But the same
may not be true for the localized exposure, especially in the head. Namely,
the blood perfusion in the cephalic skin is considerably higher than the aver-
age, for instance, B in the facial skin may be about 10 times larger than in
the thorax/abdomen (Gordon et al 1976). An example of the effect of the blood
perfusion may be found in the study by Hirata et al (2007c), who investigated
several uncertainty factors affecting the temperature rise in the eyes. The
skin blood perfusion rate of 9100 J (s K m3)−1 (the same as in Williams and
Leggett 1989) was compared to 40000 J (s K m3)−1 (blood perfusion rate of
the facial skin in Gordon et al (1976) is about 45000 J (s K m3)−1). Using the
higher value resulted in about a 20 % decrease in the eye lens temperature.
It was observed that the blood perfusion rate of the skin might be the most
significant single factor affecting the temperature rise.

Thermal conductivity values k have had a much smaller relative vari-
ation between different tissues compared to the variations of, for example,
the dielectric properties or the blood perfusion rates. Hence, the possible
uncertainty in the thermal conductivity has much a smaller impact on the
temperature rise and thermal diffusion length than the uncertainty in the
blood perfusion rate (Hirata et al 2006a).

Using anatomical voxel models instead of the early simplified cylindrical
and spherical thermal models have allowed realistic modelling of the local-
ized temperature rises. However, the transition from the simplified models
to voxel models has brought about some new modelling problems. Modern
anatomical voxel models with cell sizes greater than or equal to 2 mm typ-
ically overestimate the volume of the skin (Nagaoka et al 2004, Dimbylow
2005a), which may be corrected by treating the outer skin layer as a compos-
ite tissue of skin and subcutaneous fat. Also, unlike the simplified models,
the voxel models are unable to directly take into account the regional differ-
ences in skin thickness (Anderson et al 2010). These factors bring even more
uncertainty for the thermal properties of the skin.

Another drawback of using the voxel models compared to the simplified
models is the staircase approximation which causes overestimation of the
skin-air surface area (Samaras et al 2006). The overestimated surface area
increases the heat dissipation into the surrounding air, which results in an
underestimation of the temperature rise. A scheme to remove this staircasing
error by tuning the heat transfer coefficient H in (6) has been proposed by
Neufeld et al (2007), and a simpler approximation of it has been employed
in paper (IV), where it was also shown that the staircase correction only had
a marginal impact on the temperature rise. This is in line with the results
by Wang and Fujiwara (1999), who reported relatively small changes in the
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Figure 9: Transverse slice of the 0.5 mm voxelized eye of the Virtual family
male model (Christ et al 2010b). The model only contains four eye tissues:
vitreous body (1), lens (2), cornea (3), and sclera (4). The cornea tissue also
contains the anterior and posterior chambers and iris, and the sclera tissue
contains the choroid and retina.

temperature values in the head with different values for H.

3.1.4 RF heating of the eye

The eye (Snell and Lemp 1998) is one of the most sensitive organs to thermal
damage. Animal studies have shown that heating due to the absorption of the
RF energy in the eyes may cause various ocular effects, such as irreversible
changes in the lens (cataracts) and also effects on the cornea and retina (Elder
2003). Limiting the temperature elevation in the eyes has been used as the
basis for the basic restrictions on the localized RF exposure (ICNIRP 1998a,
IEEE 2005). The threshold temperature increase for the cataract is roughly
5–7 ◦C in rabbit eyes, requiring high doses of microwave energy (Guy et al
1975). Non-human primate studies have shown that the RF heating that
would cause cataractogenesis in the lens would also produce unacceptable
effects (burns) in other parts of the eye and face (Elder 2003). There is also
evidence that a long term exposure to smaller SARs does not cause ocular
effects (Elder 2003).

The eyeball features several thin sheet-like tissue structures with high
contrasts in both the blood perfusion and metabolic rates. Several eye tis-
sues such as the cornea, lens and vitreous humour are avascular, i.e., there
is no blood perfusion. The posterior outer layer of the eyeball consists of thin
sheets of the retina with a high metabolic rate (thickness 0.1-0.6 mm), the
highly vascularized choroid (0.1-0.2 mm), and the relatively avascular sclera
(0.3-1.0 mm). Because of the high retinal and choroidal blood flow, the eyeball
has been modelled by applying convective boundary conditions on the sclera
(Lagendijk 1982), but that model is unable to take into account the heat gen-
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erated outside the eyeball and conducted into the eye (Hirata 2005). It has
been shown that the conducted heat may be as large as the heat generated
inside the eyeball (Wainwright 2007). Recently, the temperature rise in the
eyes has been simulated by using voxel models of the whole head. Because
of the limited resolution of the voxel models, most eye models only consist
of a few tissues which should be treated as composite tissues with averaged
material parameters (Figure 9). As the bioheat equation has a thermal dif-
fusion length in the order of a few centimetres (Hirata et al 2006a), omitting
small details using the composite tissue model may still provide good results.
The sensitivity of the temperature rise to the composite value of the scleral
blood flow has been studied by several authors (Wainwright 2007, Hirata et al
2007c). Buccella et al (2007) calculated temperature rise in the eye by using
separate sclera and choroid/retina models with various blood perfusion rates.
After compensating several other uncertainty factors (Hirata et al 2007c),
the results were in good agreement with other studies. Discrete vascular-
ized thermal diffusion model (DIVA, Kotte et al 1996) has been shown to give
fairly good agreement with the bioheat equation for the RF heating of the eye
(Flyckt et al 2006, 2007).

According to paper (IV), the maximum 10-g cubically-averaged SAR in
the eye of 1 W kg−1 causes a temperature elevation of about 0.1–0.15 ◦C in
the lens in the frequency range from 1 to 10 GHz, which agrees also with the
other computational studies. The thermoregulatory response was not mod-
elled in paper (IV), nor in any of the above studies. Hence, for high power
levels capable of causing harmful effects, the ratio between the temperature
and SAR will actually be perhaps considerably smaller. Rabbit studies have
shown good agreement between the measured and simulated temperature
elevations in rabbit eyes (Hirata et al 2006b, 2008b). However, as the hu-
man thermoregulatory system and facial structure are greatly different from
rabbits, it remains uncertain how well the simulated values for humans cor-
respond to reality.

3.2 Solving bioheat equation using the multigrid method

In paper (IV), the geometric multigrid method was used to solve the bioheat
equation (5) numerically. Details of the solution method, which were omitted
for brevity in that paper, are described in this section.

When a cubical grid with constant cell size h is employed, equation (5)
can be discretized as

1
h2

{ ∑
j∈Ni∩I h

[ 2kik j

ki +k j
(T j −Ti)

]
+ ∑

j∈Ni\I h

K iTi

}
−BiTi =−Si, i ∈I h, (7)

where I h denotes the set of the non-air cells inside the body and Ni is the set
of the six neighbouring cells of cell i. The second sum term in the equation
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Figure 10: Correction of the staircasing error using the method of paper (IV).
The left figure shows the staircased model without correction, and the right
figure shows the effective areas after correction.

takes the boundary condition (6) into account by a linear approximation when

K i = −2kihHi

2ki +hHi
,

which is derived from the boundary condition in Neufeld et al (2007). In pa-
per (IV), the heat transfer coefficient Hi was scaled downwards by dividing it
with

p
N, where N is the number of cells in Ni \I , i.e., the number of neigh-

bouring air cells of the cell i. This was done to reduce the overestimation
of the skin-air surface area caused by the staircase approximation of curved
boundaries (Samaras et al 2006, Neufeld et al 2007). For example, if the num-
ber of neighbouring air cells were 2, the heat transfer would be divided by

p
2.

Figure 10 shows an example on how the scheme reduces the effective surface
area.

Equation (7) is effectively a linear equation system of the form

Ahuh =bh, (8)

which could be solved by whatever method. In paper (IV), the multigrid
method with the Gauss-Seidel iteration was used. During the iteration, the
actual matrix Ah was never constructed, but the coefficients were calculated
on the fly from the grid and material parameters k, B and H. The advan-
tages of the multigrid method are the small memory requirements, fast con-
vergence and relatively easy implementation.

First, coarse grids I 2h, I 4h, etc. and the corresponding material pa-
rameters are constructed. The coarse grids use the same kind of difference
equation as (7). Material parameters of the coarse grids were arithmetic av-
erages of the material parameters of the finest grid in paper (IV). After the
coarse geometries have been constructed, the flow of the multigrid algorithm
is roughly the following:

1. Choose an initial guess for uh

2. Do n steps of Gauss-Seidel iteration
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3. Calculate the residual
rh =bh −Ahuh

and restrict rh to the coarse grid I 2h. The restriction operation from
fine grid to coarse grid used in paper (IV) was the arithmetic averaging.

4. Using the coarse grid, solve the error correction e2h by the multigrid
(recursion) from

A2he2h = r2h.

This results in an recursive algorithm, where only the coarsest grid is
solved directly. However, the implementation of the solver in paper (IV)
was done without recursion.

5. Prolongate e2h to the fine grid I h, and make the correction

uh ←uh +eh.

The prolongation operation from the coarse grid to fine grid was the
linear interpolation in paper (IV).

6. Do m steps of the Gauss-Seidel iteration, and get the approximation
uh.

This procedure is repeated until the residual norm is sufficiently small. One
round of this kind of iteration is called a V-cycle. In the solver used in pa-
per (IV), the V-cycle consisted of 7 levels, with the resolution halved for each
level, i.e., for the 0.5 mm voxel model, the resolution of the coarsest grid was
32 mm. The numbers of Gauss-Seidel iterations at each step were n = 4 and
m = 1.

The above procedure is the most basic multigrid algorithm, but it was
sufficient for the studied problem. The performance could have been made
better by several ways, including: the more general SOR iteration could have
been used instead of the Gauss-Seidel iteration, solutions for the coarse grids
could have been used as the initial guesses for the finer grids (the full multi-
grid method), or the code could have been parallelized. However, as the con-
vergence was fast enough and the problem was not very hard, no further
tuning was done. The finest resolution that was used was 0.5 mm which is
probably more than sufficient for thermal calculations. It can be concluded
that the computational requirements are small even for the largest reason-
able thermal simulations of the absorption of microwave energy, and that the
multigrid method seems to be very well suited for these kinds of simulations.
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4 Summary of publications

(I) Performance of convolutional PML absorbing boundary conditions in
finite-difference time-domain SAR calculations

The performance of convolutional perfectly-matched layer (CPML) ab-
sorbing boundary conditions (ABCs) is studied for the specific absorp-
tion rate (SAR) calculations. The subject is important because the de-
sign of the ABCs plays a key role in the accuracy and memory consump-
tion of FDTD simulations. Earlier, the effect of ABCs have been stud-
ied in Wang et al (2006a), where it was concluded that for maintaining
a reasonable accuracy, the absorbing boundary should be placed rela-
tively far away from the studied object, i.e., a large amount of empty
space needed to be included between the boundary and the studied
human body model. This would mean a large increase in the compu-
tational burden of FDTD simulations for SAR calculations. However,
later Findlay and Dimbylow (2006a) showed that for their computa-
tional code, the error due to the PML absorbing boundary was small,
and the boundary could be placed very close to the studied human body
model. This paper not only confirms the results of Findlay and Dim-
bylow (2006a), but also presents cases where the standard PML might
be insufficient. The performance of CPML ABCs for various parame-
ter configurations is studied by varying the distance from the exposed
object to the absorbing boundary and comparing the SAR values for
each distance. Several different geometries are considered, including
canonical objects such as a small muscle sphere or a box, as well as
an anatomically realistic human body model. Plane waves and short
dipoles at frequencies from 100 MHz to 5 GHz are used as the exposure
sources. The main conclusion is that the computational error due to
a properly implemented and tuned CPML ABC is negligibly small no
matter how close the absorbing boundary is positioned from the studied
object.

(II) Alternative approach for modeling material interfaces in FDTD

This paper presents a simple alternative way for including lossy dielec-
tric materials in the FDTD grid. The standard ‘E-cell’ and the proposed
‘H-cell’ methods are presented. The main contribution of this paper
are the interesting results about the performance of the two methods.
Firstly, the FDTD field solutions of the plane-wave exposure of a lossy
dielectric sphere are studied for a varying sphere radius. The mate-
rial parameters of the sphere match those of the ‘2/3 muscle’, that is,
a weighted average of the parameters of the muscle (2/3) and fat (1/3)
tissues. When the frequency is kept constant and the sphere radius is
varied, there are spherical (TEr and TMr) resonances at certain radii.
The performance of the proposed methods is particularly interesting
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near these resonance frequencies. The E-cell method gives a very good
agreement with the analytic Mie-series solutions near the lowest TEr

resonance even when using low resolutions. However, it produces a
relatively large error near the lowest TMr resonance even for high res-
olutions. On the contrary, the performance of the H-cell method is very
good near the TMr resonance, and not so good near the TEr resonance.
Further tests are calculated for a layered lossy dielectric sphere for var-
ious frequencies. Again, it seems that for some frequencies, the H-cell
method is clearly the better choice, while the E-cell method is better for
some other frequencies. These results suggest that generally the stan-
dard E-cell method and the proposed H-cell method perform equally
well, and which method is better for a particular problem depends on
the actual field solution.

(III) The effect of finite-difference time-domain resolution and power-loss com-
putation method on SAR values in plane-wave exposure of Zubal phan-
tom

In this paper, the E- and H-cell methods are applied for the simula-
tions of the plane-wave exposure of the Zubal phantom. Four different
algorithms for calculating the SAR values are utilised. Both the whole-
body-averaged and 10 g-averaged SAR are calculated using two differ-
ent FDTD cell sizes, 1.8 mm and 3.6 mm. Based on the results it seems
that the SAR values in a realistic exposure case may be affected mod-
erately by the choice between the E- and H-cells and by the power-loss
calculation algorithm. Because of this, it might be necessary to state
accurately how the power loss should be calculated when developing
the computational standards for dosimetry.

(IV) Assessment of computational uncertainty of temperature rise and SAR
in the eyes and brain under far-field exposure from 1 to 10 GHz

This paper deals with the SAR and temperature rise in the head due
to the exposure to plane waves in a wide frequency range from 1 to
10 GHz. A particular focus is on the relationships between the com-
putational uncertainty, frequency and resolution of the computational
model. Two anatomically realistic head models, male and female, are
used, and the temperature rise and SAR in the eyes and brain are com-
puted. The FDTD method with the CPML absorbing boundary condi-
tions is employed for solving the electromagnetic problem. The corre-
sponding thermal problem is modelled by the bioheat equation, which
is solved by the geometric multigrid method. The computational un-
certainty with respect to the frequency and cell resolution is assessed
by first computing the SAR and temperature-rise values for a very fine
resolution of 0.5 mm, and then comparing the results of the same cal-
culations repeated with the lower resolutions of 1 mm and 2 mm. The
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results suggest that the 2 mm resolution should only be used for the
frequencies smaller than 2.5 GHz, and the 1 mm resolution only for fre-
quencies under 5 GHz. The morphological differences in models seem to
be an important cause of variation: Differences in the results between
the two different head models are usually larger than the computa-
tional error due to the grid resolution, and larger than the difference
between the results for the open and closed eyes. Limiting the incident
plane-wave power density to less than 100 W m−2 is sufficient to ensure
that the temperature rise in the eyes and brain is less than 1 ◦C in the
whole frequency range.

(V) SAR variation study from 300 to 5000 MHz for 15 voxel models includ-
ing different postures

This paper presents an extensive study on the specific absorption rate
(SAR) covering 720 simulations using the FDTD method. High resolu-
tion whole-body models are irradiated with plane waves from 300 MHz
to 5 GHz by applying various incoming directions and polarizations.
The total number of whole-body models is 15, consisting of seven het-
erogeneous models, two homogenized versions of the heterogeneous
models, and one homogeneous model in six different postures. The
weight of the body models ranges from 18 to 105 kg. Detailed results
of the variation of both the whole-body averaged SAR and peak 10 g
SAR with incident direction, polarization, body model, and posture are
reported. The findings state, for example, that for an adult, the ef-
fect of the incoming direction on the whole-body SAR is larger in the
GHz range than at around 300–450 MHz, and the effect is stronger
with vertical polarization. Also, the body posture has little effect on
the whole-body averaged SAR in the GHz range, but at around 300–
450 MHz, one may even expect a 50 % rise in the whole-body SAR
if the posture is changed from the standing position. The effect of the
posture on the peak 10 g SAR is much larger than on the whole-body av-
eraged SAR. The polarization of the incident electric field may have an
effect of tens of percents on the whole-body SAR. In the GHz range, the
horizontal polarization gives higher whole-body SAR values compared
to the vertical polarization, especially for the irradiation from the lat-
eral direction. A comparison between homogeneous and heterogeneous
models was performed, and it seemed that the homogenized models do
not generally produce a conservative estimate for the whole-body SAR
compared to the original heterogeneous models, except at the highest
5 GHz frequency. The basic restriction of the whole-body SAR, set by
ICNIRP, is exceeded in the smallest models (∼20 kg) at the reference
level of exposure, but also some adult phantoms are close to the limit.
The peak 10 g SAR limits are never exceeded in the studied cases.
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(VI) Comparison of SAR calculation algorithms for finite-difference time-
domain method

The FDTD method produces an electric field which is located on the
edges of the Yee cells, and it is not immediately clear how the field
should be interpreted when determining the SAR values in each cell.
Significantly varying SAR values may result from the use of differ-
ent algorithms for determining the SAR. In this paper, the divergence
of SAR values due to different SAR calculation algorithms are stud-
ied, and it is examined if some SAR calculation algorithm should be
preferred over others. For this purpose, numerical FDTD results are
compared to analytical solutions in a one-dimensional layered model
and a three-dimensional spherical object. Additionally, the dataset
of paper (V), consisting of a large number of SAR simulations, is ex-
ploited to study the implications of the SAR calculation algorithms for
the dosimetry of anatomically realistic whole-body models. The results
show that the trapezium algorithm—based on the trapezium integra-
tion rule—is always conservative compared to the analytic solution,
making it a good choice for worst-case exposure assessment. On the
contrary, the mid-ordinate algorithm—named after the mid-ordinate
integration rule—usually underestimates the analytic SAR. The linear
algorithm—which is approximately a weighted average of the two—
seems to be the most accurate choice overall, typically giving the best
fit with the shape of the analytic SAR distribution. For anatomically
realistic models, the whole-body SAR difference between different algo-
rithms is relatively independent of the used body model, incident direc-
tion and polarization of the plane wave. The main factors affecting the
difference are cell size and frequency.

(VII) Computational estimation of magnetically induced electric fields in a
rotating head

This paper is about the human exposure to extremely low-frequency
electromagnetic fields. Unlike the other papers, this paper does not
deal with the RF electromagnetic fields, so the FDTD method is not
used. A slowly changing magnetic field or movement in a static mag-
netic field may induce electric fields in human tissues, which could po-
tentially cause harmful effects. However, currently there are no con-
firmed biological hazards, and effects are limited to short-term sen-
sory reactions. These include magnetic-field induced vertigo and phos-
phenes, which are thought to be caused by stimulation by the induced
electric currents in the vestibular system or retinas, respectively. In
this paper, the electric currents induced by extremely low frequency
magnetic fields are computed. This gives information for approximat-
ing the threshold electric field values of phosphenes and magnetic-field-
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induced vertigo effects. The computed results are also compared to
the basic restriction limits set by IEEE and ICNIRP in order to esti-
mate the compliance of the different rotational head movements in a
strong static magnetic field, for example, near MRI scanners. For these
purposes, the induced electric field is solved using the finite-element
method (FEM). Various rotational movements for four different head
models are studied, but because of the quasi-static approach, the re-
sults are also applicable to, for instance, 20 Hz frequencies. Under the
rotational movement of the head, with a magnetic flux rate of change
of 1 T s−1, the maximum IEEE-averaged electric field and maximum
ICNIRP-averaged current density were 337 mV m−1 and 8.84 mA m−2,
respectively. The limits set by IEEE seem to be significantly stricter
than those by ICNIRP. The results show that a magnetic flux rate of
change of 1 T s−1 may induce an electric field in the range of 50 mV m−1

near the retinas, and possibly even larger values near the inner ears.
These results provide information for approximating the threshold elec-
tric field values of phosphenes and vertigo-like effects.
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Errata

It is mentioned in paper (I) that the value for αmax should be inversely pro-
portional to the size of the problem (Bérenger 2002). This fact is important
and requires some clarification. The approximate optimum value given by
Bérenger (2002) is

α0 = cε
w

, (9)

where c and ε are the speed of light and permittivity in the medium, and w is
the size of the simulated structure. For the small muscle sphere and the small
muscle box in paper (I), αmax calculated by (9) is close to the α = 0.05 used
in that paper. For the whole-body Norman model studied in paper (I), αmax =
0.05 is too large. However, this does not show because the frequencies are
sufficiently high. For lower frequencies, for instance, about 70 MHz, too large
αmax would result in a significant reflection and erroneous results. Small
optimum αmax is also the reason why the regular PML performs so well for
whole-body models (Findlay and Dimbylow 2006a).
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